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Abstract
An important task in feature based dynamic image analysis schemes is establishing
correspondence between tokens across image frames. In this work, the authors propose
a method to do this between range data sequences when the body in motion also homo-
gencollsly deforms. It is possible to establish correspondence when motion parameters
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describing the range data sequence are available. The problem of correspondence thus
reduces to one of obtaining these parameters. We cast this problem as an optimisation
problem and then apply Elastic net techniques to solve it. Assumptions which unclerly
lhe method are identified. This formulation is used to obtain the most probable param-
eters of motion and deformation that describe the image sequence, which are then used
to recover correspondence. Results of applying this technique to range data sequences
are also presented to establish its veracity.
2
1 Introduction
Pentland in [28] avers that" To date, almost all research on recovering global, whole body
structure from optical flow has been based on rigid motion". A more general statement
along the same lines could he made about the recovery of structure and motion, and would
be just as true, whether the underlying mechanism be optical flow based or feature based.
Establishing correspondence of feature points across image frames is a prerequisite to ob-
taining the motion parameters in feature based schemes of motion. It is defined by Ullman
[36] as the process by which elements in different views arc identified as representing the
same object at different times, thereby maintaining the perceptual identity of objects in
motion.
While the objects in the rca! world are three dimensional, research in the area of cor-
respondence has mosLly dealt with their two dimensional images and has almost invariably
assumed rigidity of motion as one of it's underlying assumptions [31, 15,37,2,19,30,40,20].
However, with the increasing availability of equipment to do range sensing, the problem of
establishing correspondence between range data, the three dimensional representation of
the object, is also becoming prominent. Tills issue, again with the assumption of rigidity,
has been addressed in some previous work.
Huang and Chen [8] have proposed a scheme that uses preestablished correspondence
between three points. If Pl,P2,P3 be points from the first frame, and ql,Q2,Q3 be their
corresponding points in the second frame, the correspondence can be established as follows.
Tetrahedron Pl,P2,P3, Pi is congment to tetrahedron ql, Q2, q3, qj iff points Pi and qj corre-
spond. In [22] Huang and Lin propose a technique which works very effectively in a noise
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free case. They usc centroids of the two token sets to obtain two new sets of tokens which
are related by rotation only. Let PI and pz be the two point sets, and let CI and Cz be their
centroids, respectively. They obtain token sets q, and qz as
and
where the subscript i denotes the ith member of the token set ql or qz.
These new point sets are used to get four candidates for the rotation matrix. Corre-
spondence is obtained from these by chosing the correct R. Another technique, which can
tolerate noise better is proposed in [21]. This however, involves obtaining a good initial
estimate to the rotation axis, and uses Fourier transforms, making it computationally ex-
pensive. Magee and coauthors [24] have used subgraph matching when the objects in the
scene are polyhedral or cylindrical to obtain correspondence in range data. They also pro-
pose an interesting method to find suitable "feature points" in the object for which range
data is obtained. Some other approaches to this problem can be found in [32, 11, 14]. Shus-
ter [32] uses a quadratic loss function to obtain an optimal rotation matrix, and reduces
this problem to finding the optimal quaterion. Faugeras and Herbert [11] use a similar tech-
nique applied to the vertices and planes of an object, in order to match it with a model by
obtaining optimal Translational and Rotational motion parameters which relate the range
data with a stored model. This method however is not computationally very efficient. In
order to do an image to model match, Grimson and Lozano-Perez[14] use an involved tree
pruning approach. Their approach requires knowing the surface normal at each measured
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point, and uses distance and angular constraints to do a matching.
There has been some work done in the area of non rigid motion vis a vis registration
of images. This class of works essentially involves deforming the boundaries of some image
to make it match a model, as in the method proposed by Burr in [4, 5]. Starting from a
pair of overlaid images, his mechanism stretches the elastic image towards similar features
in the goal image. This process is continued with decreasing stiffness of the image, leading
to a sequence of warped images, each a better approximation to the goal. Correspondence
can be obtained in such a scheme by tracking a feature point across this image sequence.
!Cass cl. uf. [18] propose active contour models for this task, which they call snakes. These
are essentially energy minimising splines, gulded by external forces that pull them towards
image features, such as lines and edges. Along similar lines, [34, 35, 33] proposes the usc
of deformable 3D bodles composed of a simulated elastic material. These arc "deformed"
under influence of forces that are generated by image features and the motion of the object.
Pentland [28] uses the physics underlying nonrigid motion to obtain estimates of object
shape and velocity. He also proposes some closed form solutions for recognition of 3D
deformable objects(29]. Most such work however assumes the correspondence as a given.
The problem of establishing correspondence can in general be reformulated as one of
minimising some suitably constructed energy function. Neural Networks are often used to
solve such optimisation problems, and have been used in the case of correspondence, es-
pecially in stereo correspondence. Chellappa and Zhou [41] construct an energy function
which contains terms for disparity values across regions and smoothness. A three dimen-
sional IIopfield net is then used to minimise it and obtain correspondence across multiple
frames. Maeda[23] uses a 3 layer network and a training procedure to learn from examplars.
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In [26], the authors use a neural net to extract feature and then use a Hopfield type net to
obtain correspondence. Morc rccently, Nasrabadi and Choo[27] propose a Hoptield Network
to solve the stereo correspondence problem. Joshi and Lee [16] present a solution to stereo
correspondence using elastic nets. The problem with most such approaches is that they try
to obtain effects of deformation by individually moving each feature point to optimise the
energy criterion. Thus the computation cost increases rapidly with increasing number of
feature points.
In this work, we propose an alternate approach to the correspondence problem in range
data for non rigid motion. Analogous to somc of the work done in the area of correspon-
dence in a rigid motion framework [8, 22, 17, 20], the process involves trying to obtain
an estimation of the global motion and deformation parameters that describe the image
sequence, and using these to establish correspondence. We use the technique of elastic nets
in obtaining the estimates to the motion and deformation parameters. In the sections to
follow, we begin by briefly describing elastic nets, and touching upon the Physics and kine-
matics of deformation. We then formulate the correspondence problem when the underlying
motion is not rigid and present our scheme to solve it. Results of simulating the scheme
are presented. We also propose a method that can track more than one object in the frame
sequence if we are allowed to make the assumption of rigidity.
2 Elastic Nets
Durbin and WiUshaw in [10J proposed a novel scheme to solve combinatorial problems that
involve geometrical structures and topographical mappings between them. To illustrate
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with their example of the Travelling Salesperson problem, consider a small, circular rubber
band placed in the middle of the map of the cities. The rubber band is now gradually
and non uniformly stretched such that the nelghbouring points stay together, and the
rubber band passes through aU the cltles. The path described by the rubber band is thus
a valid tour and close to optimal. The forces that stretch this rubber band are obtained as
combinatlons of forces that try to draw points on the rubber band to cities, and forces that
keep neighbouring points on the rubber band together. Durbin and Willshaw formulate the
energy function of the system as
[ = -uK L In L ¢(d;j,K) + ilL [Yj+l _ Yj['
j j
(1)
The Xi'S represent the coordinates of the cities and yj's represent the coordinate of the
points on the rubber band. They show that if there are more points on the rubber band
than there are citles(ln their simulation, the ratlon is 2.5) and in the limit that J( --+ 0, a
valid, close to optimal tour is produced. Slnce [; is bounded from below, it requires that as
J( --+ 0,
't/Xi 3Yj s.t. [x; - Yjl --+ O.
This ensures that the tour will pass through all citles. Moreover, as the number of points
on the rubber band is increased, the second term in the energy functlon is minimised by
placing all polnts at equal distances from each other. If V be the total path length, such
J"" kllfh d v' hih"b"la con 19uratlOn rna es t 1e va ue 0 t e secon term Number of poinls' W C IS a ViOUS y
minimised by reducing the path length.
To obtain the tour then, we merely need to do gradient descent on the energy surface
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defined by E, which is achieved by updating the positions of the points on the rubber band,
Yj, by [(8E j8Yj at each iteration step. Computing tills quantity, we obtain 6.Yj, the change





We may point out here that for large values of K, the energy function of equation (1)
is smooth, and has only one minimum. As the value of K is reduced, the function has
many minima, correspondlng to many possible tours of the city. Their algorithm proceeds
by starting with a high value for K, and then slowly reducing is so as to track the global
minimum. While this does not guarantee that the minimum eventually achieved will be a
global one, it has been observed empirically that the minima are within a few percent of
the global. In [9], it is also shown that minimising the energy function is the same as trying
to obtain a Bayesian MAP estimate for the tour. We refer the interested readers to [10, 9J
for a detailed exposition and analysis of this technique.
Durbin and Willshaw noted that this approach produced better tours than the Hopfield
net, and this method scaled better with the number of cities as well. Wilson and Pawley [38J
have also extensively documented the problem of scaling in Hopfield nets. In [39], Yuille et.
al. used methods from statistical physics to analyse the performance of Elastic and Hopfield
nets. They showed that the Hopfields nets are not as effective as elastic nets because
• They take into account only the nearest neighbour interactions amongst cities
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• The constraints on "valid" final configurations are enforced by adding biases in the
energy function, mther than explicitly used in computing the partition function
This is important in light of the fact that most neural approaches to the correspondence
problem have used hopfield nets[27, 41J.
3 The Physics of Deformation
In order to understand the kinematics of a solid, one must assume that the material of the
solid is distributed in some region of space, and that all points in this region are occupied
by an element of the solid. The element occupying a particular point is identified by the
coordinates of that point. In real bodies the relative position of material particles change
when external forces act on them, and consequently, motion is very often accompanied by
deformation as well. Tlus is in contrast to ideal rigid bodles, where only the absolute, not
the relative position of the points undergoes change.
In general, the equation of motion of a system is defined by
F = M d" +J( d' +Cd. (2)
where M is the mass, J( is the damping, G is the material stiffness between the points of
the body, and F is the external force applied. Here, d denotes the distance moved by each
point, d' and d" are it's first and second derivates w.r.t. time. Assuming that continuos
material properties such as mass and stHfness can be discrctised at the feature points (using
Finite Element Methods), we can come up with a syslem of equations describing point
displacements as a function of the applied force. Pentland in [28, 29J shows how such a
system can be diagonalised and solved. The deformations induced in such a case are, in
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general, nonlinear, although [28J suggests that they can be accurately approximated by a
linear superposition of the various deformation mappings.
A slightly different approach to deformation is Lo treat it as a linear process. The config-
uration of the solid at any time can be related by a functional to its original configuration in
absence of any forces. In this work, we treat our first frame to be the original configuration
of the object. Consider a case where a poinL XI(, ]( = 1 ... 3 in the original configuration
moves to a point Xk, k = 1 ... 3 in the configuraLion of the second frame. FurLher, a point
with coordinates XI( + (LXI( moves to Xk + dXk, then we can establish that
Here, dXk and dXJ( are respectively the clements of order 1 Lensors dx and dX that
describe Lhe same line element in the Lwo configurations, and the FkI(S are Lhe components
of a second order cartesian tensor F. This is called the deformation gradient tensor. Recall
Lhat an order 1 tensor is a 3-vector, and an order 2 tensor is a 3 X 3 matrix. A similar
mechanism can be used La show how F relates surface and volume clements of the object
in the two configurations.
Since the mapping of points between the Lwo configurations is one to one, F has to
be nonsinglliar. Given ils nonsingularity, F can be uniquely decomposed using the polar
decomposition theorem into VR or RU. The tensor R is proper orthogonal, and since IFI
is positive, so is IRI. The tensors lUI or IVI are positive definite and symmetric. We point
out here Lhat U = (FT F)1/2 and R = FU-1. This decomposition has a physical meaning.
IT we chose to spliL F as VR, then the net moLion can be looked upon as a rigid rotation
followed by a deformation, a stretching along the three axes. If F is spliL the other way
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around, then that refers to a deformation followed by a rigid rotation.
In general, the tensor F is a function of the position i.e. F is different for each point
of the object. If we impose the additional constraint that F is independent of position, the
the object is said to undergo homogeneous deformation. For an in depth explanation of the
kinematics of deformation , we refer the reader to [3, 25].
4 Problem Formulation
We now examine the problem of non rigid motion. Let Ai be a point token from the first
set and n: be a token from the second set. We can represent the correspondence by a
permutation a such that the point n~(i) from the second frame corresponds to the token
Ai in the first frame. Let Rand T be the rotation and translation, respectively, that define
the motion from the first to the second frame. Assuming that the motion is rigid, we get
RA~+T (3)
To add in nonrigidity in such a formulation, one possible approach is to try and obtain
the rigid motion parameters on a patch by patch basis, with some limited provision for
nonrigidity. To paraphrase Gibson ( as quoted in [28]), however, it does not make much
sense to decompose the elastic motion of an object into the rigid motion of it's constituent
elementary particles ( this, of course, under the newtonian illusion of particles being rigid,
solid entities). So we try to obtain a global representation describing deformation. We have
shown in the previous section that homogeneous deformations can be modelled as a linear
transformation defined by a gradient deformation tensor. For non rigid motion under the




Since a homogeneous deformation does not alTed the centroid, we can translate the
origin to the centroid of the point set for each frame and then use a scheme like [21] to
obtain new point sets A and B that are only related by F.
FA; (5)
Recall that F can be decomposed into two matrices Rand D, where R is orthogonal,
and D is symmetric and positive definite. Thus we can write
(6)
We have in (5) and (6) a global description of the motion and deformation parameters
describing the image sequence. It also provides us with the basis for our solution to the
correspondence problem.
5 Establishing Correspondence
Let us suppose that by some as yet unspecified method, we can obtain the matrix repre-
senting the gradient deformation,F. Then, correspondence can be trivially established by
observing that if point i corresponds to point j, then Bj == FAi. H correspondences are
unique, then this is a necessary and sufficient condition [or establishing them. Suppose
that instead of getting F, we get an approximation L to H. Correspondence can then be
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established by observing that dij = min k dkj where d ij is the distance between points B j
We will now see how elastic nets can be used to obtain an approxlmation to the gradient
deformation matrix. We consider a system similar to the TSP. In this casc, instead of
stretching a rubber band, let us instead think of moving the points in the second frame
such that they coincide with their corresponding points in the first framc. The important
point to remember here is that unlike the TSP, each point in the second frame does not
move independently. Instead the movement of all points is described by L.
Let us describe the energy of our system a.c;
& = -aK 'l)n L, ¢(d'j, K)
,
(7)
The distance dij is used slightly differently here. In the original work of Durbin and
Willshaw, each point on thc contour could move independently of the others, and so dis-
tances bctween the current position of the contour and points representing the cities are
computed directly. In our case however, the motion is defined by a global parameter. Hence,
we do not individually move points from the first frame to the second. We merely look for
the parameter of motion and deformation that would do it. Thus, we deIine dij to be
IGBj - Ad, where G is L- 1 • Recall that the deformation tensor is nonsingular, and hence
its inverse exists. This is similar in concept to Yuille's "deformable templates" [39]. Observe
that (7) is simply the first term of the energy function proposed in [10], with a suitably
altered definition of the distance metric. The minimisation of this term ensures that
lim J( _ 0, VA.. , 3Bj s.t. dij --+ 0
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(8)
In other words, for every point in the first frame, a corresponding point in the second frame
exists. The second term of the energy function in [10] is used to minimise the path length
of the TSP tour, and is of no consequence in tills problem.
Let us now introduce some concepts from statistics which we will use to discuss our
method. Note that correspondence can be described by a binary field V, where element v,.j
has the value one or zero according to whether the feature i in the first image and j in the
second correspond. The partition function is defined as the sum of probability distributions
over all possible field configurations. It is known [12] that all the mean values of a. field
can be obtained from its partHion function. It is also known that any problem formulated
as the minimisation of an energy function can be interpreted probabilisticaUy in terms of
Gibbs distributions. Greater discussion on the use of statistical methods in vision problems
can be found in [13, 12, 39]_ In [13], Geman and Geman present a bayesian method for
image restoration. Geiger and Girosi (12] showed that instead of using simulated annealing
or other Monte Carlo type methods, a deterministic method could be used to compute the
estimates to the mean values of the fields of the kind proposed in [13]_ Yuille in [39J gives a
good overview of such techniques and rehttes them to elastic net like approaches. Following
his arguments [39], it can be shown that minimising the energy function that we propose
will give the correct values for the transformation matrix.
Let us define the energy E as
E(V;j,F) = I;V;jIFBj - A;I'/2](',
"
where F is the transformation matrix (deformation tensor) and V is a binary field denot-
ing matching. The states of this system can be related to a Gibbs distribution G(Vij, F) =
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_E(Vij,f')!2K2 ~. •• ." •. ( --F)! K'
e Z where Z IS the partitIon functIOn. I Ius can be wntten as Z = L(v,j,F) c-E v,], 2 .
The summation thus is over all possible values for Vij and F. TIlls can be rewritten as
" '"'_ V."IFB'-A-I'!2T(2z= L..J eLL} lJ J ,
Vij F
Z = L [II eLi V;j/FBj-A;l2/2[(21
Vij F i
We will now factor out the matching field, by computing the sum over {V,·j}s. Notice
that ideally the correspondence should satisfy the uniqueness principle, i.e., for a given i,
there is only one j such that. Vi; is one, and for any given j, there is only one i such that Vii
is one. Imposing this constraint leads to a very complicated system, so we impose a weaker
constraint, namely that each point in the first frame should find a unique match in second.
This means that [or any i, there is only one j which has 11;] as one. This leads to
z = I:III(I:eIFBj-Ad'!2I(')].
F ]
We can now rewrite the partition function as Z = LFC-(l/oJqe, where {; is the energy
function we are minimising. Finding the global minimum for {; with respect to F as 1( --+ 0
will lead to the value of F which will also be the maximum a posteriori estimation.
A similar result can be obtained by following the arguments presented in [9J. We have
seen thal the energy function [; can be related to a Gibbs like distribution by exponentiation.
Let us define the dlstrlbution as
and n is the number of points in the frame. This can be rewritten as
1 1 _d~j
II -{I:--e "e' }





with dij as IFBj - Ad- This can be looked upon as a product of n independent probability
distributions, Pi(F)
1 1 -d~i
P;(F) ~ -{L --e>K'}
n ,21f1(2,
(11)
F.(F) measures the probability that the parameter F moves some feature point of the second
frame to within a certain distance of the ith point in the first frame. The distance itseU is
controlled by the parameter IC We are treating the P!.<; as independent here, which may
at first sight appear counterintuitive. Since correspondence is unique, the probability of
a point being matched to a particular point in the second frame is dependent on whether
that point has already been matched. However, we have seen that in our method a weaker
version of the uniqueness of match constraint is imposed. Namely that each point in the
first frame be matched to only one point in the second. This allows points in the second
frame to be matched to multiple points in the first frame, thus making P,!s independent.
Such states as would allow multiple matches are however clearly energetically unfavourable.
Thus (10) in essence is the probability of the motion parameter being F given the two
feature point sets A and B. Note that the value of F which minimises £ maximises P. So
equation(lO) asserts that in the process of minimising t:, we arc obtaining the most probable
estimate to G such that each point in the first frame finds a match in the second. As with
the TSP algorithm, we very slowly reduce the value of K as we iterate.
The minimum of t: can be obtained by doing a gradient descent with respect to the
parameter G, which is composed of Rand D. Observe that in equation (7), dij is essentially
a function of the parameter G. Let us assume that each element gij of G is independent
of each other. This allows (7) Lo be differentiated in a straightforward manner to obtain
at: jagij . Each element is updated as g:r ::::: gij- Kat: Iag!j, where I is the iteration number.
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As the theoretical descriptions above show, in the limit J( -+ 0, each point in the first
frame would find an exacL match in the second frame. Yet this involves a very large number
of iterations. To hasten up the process substantially, we modify the scheme somewhat.
1. Carry out some prespecified number of iterations of the gradient descent.
2. Using the G obtained from the above, obtain correspondence by matching each token
in A to its nearest neighbour in GB
6 Results of the Simulation
In order to verify the proposed technique, and to examine if our simpliIications hold well
under experimental conditions, several simulations were performed. In line with [8], data
were generated in as points in a cube, each of whose sides were two hundred units, wiLh the
origin as one of the corner points. The x, y and z coordinates of the points were chosen as
independent random numbers. The data from the second set was obtained by applying a
deformation, rotation and translation to the points of the first frame.
The algorithm outlined in the previous section was applied Lo a large number of data
set, and included different values for the motion parameters. As an initial approximation,
the matrix G was set to be the identity matrix. It was observed that this gross initial ap-
proximation sufficed, in all but a few cases, to obtain correspondence. Also, it was observed
that less than a hundred iterations were needed for a sufficiently close approximation to
G be obtained, as would allow correspondence to be established. In Table 1, we present
the actual F matrix that was used to obtain the second frame from the first, as well as
the approximation to G obtained by our method after a hundred iterations. We also show
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the product FG = FF-1 as a me<Uiure of the accuracy to which the approximation was
obtained. Ideally, this product should be the identity matrix. For case 'a', the translation
vector was [10,15, 15F' and while for case 'b" l.he translation vector was [100,150, 150F'.
These examples had ten points in each frame, and all were correctly matched by Ollf method.
Evidently, there are instances where I is not adequate as an initial approximation. In such
cases, we can use better approximations if available. We can also reduce the constant in-
volved in the gradient descent equation and continue to iterate longer. Many simulations
were performed, with different data sets and deformation tensor values. Some of them are
summarised in Table 2. Sets a & b had one D matrix, sets c & d another. For each run
in the sets, a different R was generated by randomly generating values of tilt, slant and
angle of rotation. For sels a & d, these values were between 0 and 40 degrees, for sets b
& c they were between 0 and 90 degrees. In the table, we present the mean, median and
standard deviation [or the number of points correctly matched and the average distance
between matched points. We also computed the matrix E = F G - I, which should ideally
be the zero matrix. rIb give some idea of how close ollr approximation was, we computed
an error measure for each row of E, defined as Lj IEijl. The table presents the statistics of
mean, median and standard deviation for each row of E as well.
In real world situations, the data are often noisy. Noises can be generated in the process
of sensing, data acquisition and such. So the algorithm was next tested with noisy data
to evaluate it's ability to operate in a real environment. The possible errors in data were
modelled as zero mean additive noises. Once again many simulations, with different motion
parameters, as well as added noises of different variances, were performed. The results
are in line with those we report for the case of rigid motion in [17J. It was observed that
18
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Error in Rows No. of Points matched Average DisLance
Mean 0.0310 0.1024 0.0972 10 3.8952
Median 0.0277 0.1024 0.0952 10 3.8584
Std. Dev. 0.0048 0.0026 0.0073 0 0.0854
Run a
Error in Rows No. of Points matched Average Distance
Mean 0.4862 0.3984 0.6113 7.8812 12.4241
Median 0.0411 0.1051 0.1117 10 4.1933
Std. Dev. 0.7793 0.5589 0.8683 3.5589 13.5508
Run b
Error in Rows No. of Points matched Average Distance
Mean 0.4166 0.3450 0.5937 8.27 12.8034
Median 0.0814 0.1273 0.1439 10 5.2291
Std. Dev. 0.6560 0.4978 0.7952 3.2188 12.6602
Run c
Error in Rows No. of Points matched Average Distance
Mean 0.1590 0.0571 0.1893 10 5.8165
Median 0.1620 0.0558 0.1848 10 5.8027
Std. Dev. 0.0219 0.0041 0.0234 0 0.4562
Run d
































Figure 1: Graph of Average Match versus variance of noise added
Lhe method was able to handle noises with variances of about 50 units with negligible
degradation of performance. This variance corresponds to about 25% of the edge length of
the cube in which data points were chosen to lie. However, higher values of variances saw a
degradation of performance, and the method becomes unreliable after the variation of the
added noise increases beyond 100 units. In Figure 1 we plot a graph between the variance
of the noise added and the average(over 50 runs) of the number of points correctly matched,
which illustrates the above.
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Figure 2: A Cube Shaped Object - Frame 1
In Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5, we show two frames of real objects on which we also did
experiments. The first figure is a cube, of which we had data on 8 vertices, and the second
is the skeleton of a wrench, whlch had 20 points.! The deformation matrices for these two
cases are given in Table 3. In both these cases, our algorithm was able to successfully
recover the correspondence of all the points.
lWe wish to acknowledge the help of Vinod Amlpam and Dr. Bajaj of Project Shastra[l] lLere at the
Purdue CS department for their help in obtaining and rendering these range data.
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Figure 3: A Cube Shaped Object - Frame 2
23
Figure 4: A Wrench Shaped Object - Frame 1
24
Figure 5: A Wrench Shaped Object - Frame 2
25
7 Conclusion
While there has been some work done in the area of establishing correspondence under rigid
motion assumptions, the problem has been all but ignored for the non rigid case. The work
that exists in the area of recovering non rigid motion assumes that the correspondences are
already established [28, 6, 7]. Some works try to obtain the nonrigid motion as a series of
deformations of an elastic 3D object[35]. Similar techniques have also been used to establish
stereo correspondence [4, 5].
We present ill this effort a technique that utilises concepts behind elastic nets to obtain
correspondence in range data when the underlying motion is not rigid. Since Elastic Nets
are inspired by mechanisms to establish ordered neural projections between strucLures of
similar geometry, our method inherits some amount of biological plausibility. It can be
implemented on a neural substrate, and is amenable to improved speeds using tecbniques
that exploit tbe parallelism inherent in Elastic Nets. The method uses approximations to
the motion and global deformation parameters to do tills. Results of simulations carried
out to establish the correctness of the technique have also been presented.
Let us reiterate again that while we obtain approximations to the motion parameters as
an intermediate step, we do not strive to compute them very accurately. Once correspon-
dence is established, other approaches like those presented in [6] can be used to obtain the
motion parameters. Moreover our method works only for homogeneous deformations. We
have also largely ignored in the preceding discussion the questions of choosing parameters
when doing the gradient descent. While it is possible to ootain some mathematical insight
into this issue [9], we chose the parameters empirically. We have also ignored the question
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of obtaining the feature points at which range data is obtained. This subject is well dealt
with in other literature.
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2.722846 -0.268833 0.440495
F= 1.394635 2.586481 0.437888
0.226062 1.348274 1.680541
For the cube shaped object
1.948826 -1.290351 0.201673
F= 2.354724 2.272880 0.577809
0.259152 1.322501 1.683884
For the wrench shaped object
Table 3: Deformation Matrices
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